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Abstract- In this new world that is surrounded by digital technologies and human wants to utilize the technology in spite of 

manually complete the assignments.  The digital environment of today‟s world creates a knowledge-based society surrounded 

by a high-tech economy concept that spans over its influence on how the manufacturing throughput and the information 

technology sector operate in an efficient and convenient way. Here we announce a project research based on Extract 

Technology. In this technology data can be refined and sourced with specific certainty and relevance. The concept of artificial 

intelligence technique correlates with the design of machine learning and it is very effective. Auto Defragmentation is an 

intelligent content summarization concept that automatically parses information, documents and many more into relevant and 

accurately abbreviated summaries. This is a concept of converting a whole paragraph into one third. This paper introduce the 

main research challenges of the data mining algorithm implementation with analysing the one subject note and bifurcate it 

into different subjects on the basis of „keywords‟.  In our technology chart „keyword‟ are relative words of a prescribed subject 

that helps to distribute a single note into its respective subject‟s folders. The basic architectural approach of the Data 

Defragmenter is to manipulate and rectify the data structure implementation on the basis of data mining and data warehouse 

concepts. Finally, the future of notes making approach will work terms like “Data Arranger”. Proposed approach is 

researched in different sectors like student‟s notes making, letter writing, news reporting, script managing, and different more 

criteria related to writing work and managing prepared notes. General Terms: Fragmenting Notes, Auto Separation, Notes 

Classification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This paper introduces the research area of the data mining 

algorithm implementation; suggest important key concept 

that is „cue words‟.  

 

The Auto Defragmentation technology uses a set of core 

algorithms to extract keywords and key phrases from any 
text-based document. The essence of machine learning 

concept is more useful for reading or fragmenting any text 

written in an electronic format.  On the basis of cue word 

mining we can select important lines from different 

paragraph and using different filtering techniques to 

distribute the single file.  

 

We are demonstrating here the technique which is robust 

to distribution of single note file [1]. We are obtaining 

better scaling properties using Artificial Intelligence 

Technique. An artificial intelligent approach fetches the 
page from the single note file and fragmented into suitable 

folder on the basis of special algorithm after collecting the 

subject name.  

 

Our research is implemented to improve the interpretation 
accuracy in separation of notes and it is more faster than 

BSS (Blind Source Separation Algorithm) [1][2]. 

 

AI techniques are applied to implement fragmentation 

concept for specified Subject based on the collected data 

or word known as cue word. This concept is applied as 

input data to fuzzy logic, Data Warehouse, artificial 

intelligence and Data mining for diagnosing accurate 

subject‟s note.  

 

II. THE ASPECTS OF DATA 

DEFRAGMENTER 

 
Our research involves data that are based on the 

experience of all the subjects taken before analysis the 

actual single note. Our research is based on collections of 

combining all experience of cue words that is already 

taken earlier in the form of frequency of best relative 

words which are really actual words for that specified 

subject [3][4].  
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Our research is to unifying the experience of all cue words 

and imposed them into tool, which works like as Fig. 1. 
  

 
Fig 1. Separation Process. 

 

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

APPROACH 

 
It is based on fuzzy logic in which artificial intelligence 

tool also supports. Here artificial intelligence helps to 

maintain the calculation of percentage by which we 

signify the actual subject percentage and fuzzy logic is to 

calculate the percentage of frequency. 

 

With combination of both approaches that are fuzzy logic 

and artificial intelligence we are preparing here, a unique 

formula for the word by which we can help the user to 

identify more correct fragmentation without wasting the 
time and money. 

 

In our research the collection of cue words after destroying 

the stop words, worked as a data mine tool. 

 

IV. DATA WAREHOUSE APPROACH 
 

 
Fig 2. Fragmentation Tool. 

 

It is a central collection of data which is created by 

integrating data from one or more sources and store in 

bulk form. Data warehouses store the huge amount of data 

as well as historical data and are used for generating 
trending reports for senior management reporting likewise 

annual and quarterly comparisons reports.  

 

By this approach our proposed tool collect the cue words 

for specified subject means the high frequency word store 

in data ware house of respective subject at the time of 

adding new subject. It is the process that is saved for 

future reference when these words will match by Data 

Defragmenter tool for final collection of single note into 

different subject‟s collection.In our research the collection 

or fragmenting of cue words after removing the stop 

words, worked as a Data ware house also as shown Fig. 2. 
 

V. DATA MINING APPROACH 
 

The main target of data mining concept in our research is 

to fetch the specific information from a data set from the 

data warehouse behalf of cue words and data word 
collection. In our research the comparison of cue words 

with keywords of new attached notes and then make 

frequency table that is worked as Data Mining. Here main 

concept of using Data mining approaches to find how 

many times the subject word is coming in the compared 

text. By this approach our fragmented tool work more 

efficient and the quality of this tool is increased by this 

approach [5].   

 

VI. REASON BEHIND THE ADOPTED 

ASPECT 
 

We are in generation of Artificial Intelligence where data 

can be automated operated [6]. In this field we can work 
one step more that are automated text arrangement which 

is automatically arrange the text in different subject‟s 

folder without wasting the time. 

 

The proposed model automatically breaks down the single 

notes into different subject folders based on cue words. By 

using our proposed technique user can concentrate on 

writing rather than managing their work. 

 

The proposed technique helps all types of students,  notes 

maker, dialog writer, news manager, speech designer and 
many more persons for managing their notes work in more 

refining manner and also save their time in converting 

their rough notes into fair notes[6][7]. 

 

Ultimately the goal behind this research paper is “Save 

Paper, Save Tree, Save Environment, and Save World”. 

Through this research paper we are trying to discover 

India that if Indian people prepare notes digitally then 

there is no need to maintain the digital notes in subject 

wise pattern. Our research is very more efficient to 

understand or recognize the prescribed subject 

automatically.  
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These are all basic reasons for which we proposed our tool 

[8] which is very helpful for managing the single notes by 
saving time [9][10]. 

 

VII. DATA DEFRAGMENTER: 

DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY 
 

Our research is based on the experience of all the subjects‟ 

cue words frequency, deletion of stop words with 

implementing SSA algorithm around the prescribed notes.  

 

1. Steps Involved in SSA: 

Step 1. In our proposed model we are implementing SSA 

[11][12] algorithm in which first we have to create 3 tables 

in the database with the names „word frequency‟, „word 

list‟, „stop word‟. Then we have to add a new paragraph in 
the fragmented model. The words of the selected 

paragraph will be matched with the words that are 

available in the stop words collection. If the matched 

words are absent in stop word table then the frequency 

will be increased by one. This process will be repeating for 

all the words in the prescribed paragraph and then find the 

total frequency with counting the number of words. After 

wards we are going to find the average by using the 

formula given below: 

 

Average = Total frequency/no. of words. 
 

Step 2. If the frequency is greater than the average then 

store the words in the word list table. Then we are going to 

open the sentence from the paragraph that we already 

added earlier and store in the newly created table sentence 

with frequency zero. 

 

Our tool automatically stores the useful words in the “cue 

word” table. In “cue words” table our tool is automatically 

store the important words in form of noun, adjective and 

adverb. While parsing the sentence if we found a number 

then increase the frequency by 1. If cue word is present in 
the sentence which is being parsed then increase the 

frequency by 1 for each word. If sentences contain word 

list then again increase the frequency by 1 for each word. 

If basic is not found in the sentence while parsing then 

increases the frequency by 1. Then find the total number 

of words in the paragraph and find the average length of 

the sentence by using the formula below:  

 

Average length = Total no. of words/no. in sentence 

 

Step 3. Next find the Final score by using given formula: 
 

Final score = score* (average/length of sentence) 

 

Step 4. After finding the final score of the sentence find 

the total frequency by using the given formula: 

Total frequency = Sum of all final score of the Entire 

sentence 

 

Step 5. Next find the Average frequency by using the 

given formula below: 
 

Average frequency = Total frequency/no. of Sentence 

 

Step 6. Next our tool is going to compare the frequency of 

the sentence and average frequency. If frequency of the 

sentence is greater than average frequency, then fetch that 

particular sentence. 

 

After wards our tool is going to calculate the Average 

frequency again by using following formula: 

 

Average frequency = Total final score Frequency/no. of 

sentence 

 

Step 7. Finally, if the Final score is greater than average 

frequency then our tool extract those sentences and show 

the final abstracted or summarized paragraph as in result 

form in front of user and copied into prescribed subject 

folder. 

 

VIII. RESULT 

 
Fig.3 shows the comparison between the Data 

Defragmenter and EM Model where the proposed model is 

more superior according to time line. As the time exceed 
both model work higher but after some time both model‟s 

performance decreases due to disconnecting of files and 

slowly it degrade down as it releases the files. 

 

 
Fig 3. Comparison of Performance between Models. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
 

Proposed technique is more efficient and more reliable to 

fragment single file (containing different pages) into 

different folders [13] according to their subject‟s content. 

With the help of this technique students take advantage in 

preparing their notes subject wise from single page or 

document. It can impact the performance of data Structure 

with using fuzzy logic. Proposed model is depends on the 

cue word. Actually the cue word is a key of whole 

implementation by which we can reduce the maintaining 
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effort and increase efficiency of data marinating 

capabilities. Due to the use of cue word and fuzzy logic 
our tool [14] is more efficient in the field of data structure. 

 

It is also speculated that the proposed technology can grow 

to support future notes making strategies where human 

intelligence stops and save their valuable time in this age 

of fast growing era. 
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